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Introduction 

This resource forms part of the training commissioned by Arts Audiences from The Audience 

Agency to support touring companies in receipt of The Arts Council/An Chomhairle Ealaíon 

funding to tour during 2015.  It is one of 6 resources designed to cover the Essentials of Tour 

Marketing, and is accompanied by a workshop session held on 7 October 2014 in Dublin.   

The full set of ‘Essentials’ resources includes:  

1. Effective information exchange with venues 

2. Marketing  planning 

3. Understanding audiences 

4. Top tips for copywriting, images and messaging 

5. Effective PR 

6. Local engagement and networking 

 

How to get the most from this resource 

 Refer to your learning log and consider your current levels of experience and 

knowledge in this area and your personal objectives. 

 Allocate some time to reading the resources  

 Do the exercises where relevant and useful 

 If you want to know more refer to the reading list 

 Use the template/s to start formulating your plans 

 Fill out your learning log (how confident do you now feel in this area?) 

 Refer any comments or questions to The Audience Agency or save them up for the 

workshop session 

 

Key areas of skill/competence 

This resource will help you to:  

 Recognise the principles of community engagement 

 Recognise the principles of effective local networking 

 Identify effective strategies 

 Write a local engagement plan 
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Exercises and Templates 

 Influencing Strategy – or local engagement plan 

Further reading and resources 

A guide to marketing your production on tour By Heather Maitland and Jenny Traynor © Arts 

Audiences 2010 available at www.artsaudiences.ie  

Marketing and Touring: a practical guide to marketing an event on tour by Heather Maitland © 

Arts Council England 2004 available at www.artscouncil.org.uk  

This Way Up: A flat pack guide to marketing the arts by Caroline Griffin © Arts Council England 

2007 available at http://www.takingpartinthearts.com/content.php?content=1318  

Arts Marketing Association The Marketing Map © AMA and Ros Fry available through Arts 

Audiences 

Audiences on Tour © The Audience Agency available at www.audiencefinder.org 

Other resources are quoted throughout   

http://www.artsaudiences.ie/
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/
http://www.takingpartinthearts.com/content.php?content=1318
http://www.audiencefinder.org/
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Context and background 

Local engagement in the areas around venues as a touring company is challenging.  However, in 

the right circumstances and with the appropriate message the challenge can be halved. 

Nevertheless the amount of investment some of this work may involve should not be 

underestimated.  

There are a variety of ways in which community engagement of one sort or another may 

happen:  

 Community engagement or involvement is an integral part of the performance or creation 

of the work 

 The venue or promoter has a thriving community engagement programme or ambassador 

programme which your tour could support or get involved with 

 The production is accompanied by a range of workshops or resources of associated 

activity appropriate for engaging particular audiences or communities 

 There are opportunities to make connections locally as a result of the content or subject 

of the work to be presented or a company’s approach to engage a particular community 

or audience 

 The company and/or venue/promoter develop new local links in advance of the event 

with individuals or organisations who can support the promotion acting as advocates for 

the production  

The company’s ability to do any of the above will depend on available resources and the level 

of investment possible or of interest in different places.  If a company is planning on visiting a 

location or region on a regular basis, the investment in local engagement could have longer 

term rewards.  For one off visits, it is best to team up with a local partner who can hold and 

nurture the relationships to provide a legacy for the activity around a company’s work.  

Community Engagement 

Community engagement is a long-term approach, usually by organisations situated permanently 

in a location or region and involves the following:  

“The way cultural organisations invest in the community whilst also working towards 

their own audience development objectives, to mutual benefit… combining techniques 

drawn from marketing, arts education, participatory arts and community development” 

“Working with and for the local community.”  

Generate Report, 2006, Audiences London 
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If it is relevant to your tour in terms of its impact with audiences, it could be worth asking 

them about their strategies in this area, as your work may be able to make a contribution 

(leading to more audiences attending your work).  Any organisation which has such strategies 

will also be more effective in engaging its local audiences (particularly those who might not 

regularly attend the arts).  Work in this area, will bring benefits, which could help refine 

marketing and better target it:  

 The organisation may have done some consultation with local communities about how 

best to communicate with target audiences – which would enable a company to tailor its 

marketing effectively. 

 Local promotions ambassadors (or user panels/reference groups) could help promote your 

event, or invite them in to a talk with the company or to see a rehearsal or have a back 

stage tour. 

 Depending on the event - a family friendly environment and facilities, a space for young 

people or use of the venue as a community resource for groups and activities might all 

offer avenues for promoting your event effectively. 

 A venue or organisation may have local people as volunteers, internships or work 

experience, so it might be worth spending some time with them to talk about the 

upcoming event. 

 A venue may run other schemes and activities in collaboration with the local community, 

which companies can offer to support through their work.  

Examples of community engagement activity 

Community engagement activity which the venue is undertaking may include:  

  to local groups Making space available

  for target groups inside or outside the building Creative/ educational workshops

 Celebratory, co-created events/works/  with members of the local community exhibits

  Volunteering 

  for developing understanding or skills Targeted programmes

 with target audience Co-designed communications 

 Feedback on previews or ideas 

  to suit needs of target audience Re-interpretation

  with the local community Consultation

  Ambassadors

  to meet local needs Site improvements

 Skills exchange and development with the local community 
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Community consultation 

While this may be beyond most company’s resources, consulting or engaging a community in a 

conversation about what might suit them the best, will ensure that whatever you do will have 

an impact (maybe not financial or in numbers of attenders, but something of substance for 

those it does engage).  In a longer term strategic relationship, it could be something which you 

could do in partnership with a venue or local promoter so that there is a legacy of any work 

undertaken routed in the local area. 

Top Tips for consultation:  

 Avoid a one-size fits all approach – consider a range of ways of talking to people – one to 

one, feedback forms/postcards/walls, social media, group events 

 Consider a ‘sharper focus’ in engaging with harder-to-reach groups – what is relevant to 

them and of interest to talk about or do 

 Develop some strategies that will help you go beyond those normally articulate in giving 

their views (the usual suspects) – consider outreach, the invitation 

 Plan more than one channel of communication to be open at all times 

 Agree the parameters and the speed you can act on identified outcomes. You cannot 

seek people’s views, raise the possibility of change and then not act! Exit strategies 

 Develop clear mechanisms for robust evaluation  

 

Your consultation may want to consider any of the following areas:  

 Finding out about and addressing specific barriers 

 Tailoring content 

 Collaborations 

 Using “public” and different spaces to present work 
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Local Networking  

Where there are no existing partnerships or activities set up or if the a production is suitable 

for a specific target audience, a company may on a tour by tour basis seek out relevant 

individuals or organisations within the community and make them an offer.  This may range 

from schools to youth clubs to book clubs to libraries to retailers.  

This kind of research is best undertaken in partnership with venues, as effective local 

networking relies on face to face contact in a local community. Working with a venue also 

ensures that connections and partnerships developed have longer term potential and impacts 

within the area around the venue.  

The offer to any local contacts could range from:  

 A ticket offer 

 Added value with the ticket ie. Drinks, programme or food offer 

 Private view or first night invitation 

 A behind the scenes tour 

 A pre or post talk, ‘meet the artists’ event or other pre or post event 

 A workshop or educational activity pre or post the event 

 Provision of relevant information as an introduction to the work 

 

Planning  

If developing contacts from the beginning, there are 5 steps to go through 

Process Activity  

1. Desk research Identify groups or individuals whose demographics, interests 
or priorities would suit what you have to offer 

2. Networking Connect with people on the basis of the interests or existing 
in cultural activities – go to meetings, events or activities 

3. Face-to-face / reaching out Get talking – ask them what might interest them, who else 
might be interested 

4. Tailor activities / offer Make them an offer – for the upcoming event, over the 
longer term in partnership with the venue/promoter  

5. Develop mechanisms for  
on-going dialogue 

Consider how you can keep communications open, which is 
the best way – personal, email, social media 
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Top Tips 

 Discuss the possibilities of local engagement early on in the conversations and 

negotiations 

 Clarify what groups/people the venue or company is interested in working with, work 

with their education and/or community engagement staff if possible to agree primary 

contacts and exchange any other relevant information about them. 

 Clarify who is going to book any activity, where it will be and what the appropriate 

timings are to prepare and deliver the work. 

 Exchange contact details of groups to work with, and who the prime contact is and any 

other details about the groups. 

 Obtain information and locations (or mapping) of groups worked with (if it exists). 

 Seek to understand the relationship between the venue or company and groups or 

individuals 

 Make connections early, and give word of mouth time to work 

 

Influencing Strategy 

Once you have done your research, this approach should help you decide how best to approach 

the different people or organisations you would like to engage with 

Stakeholder 
Message – what do we 
want them to hear 

Where and how will they 
best here it 

What do we want them to 
do?  

Local youth clubs Relevance of 
subject/content 

Opportunities to get 
involved 

Cheap/free tickets 

Personally – a telephone 
call, a visit, a demonstration 
of what’s possible 

Get in touch 

Have a meeting 

Make a plan of action 

Members or 
friends of the 
venue 

Exclusive access – 
rehearsal/behind the 
scenes 

Advance booking 

Meet the artists 

Opportunities to socialise 

Personally from venue 
coordinator – email or letter 

Personally from the 
company – email or letter 

Attend/buy tickets 

Act as advocates 

Local bloggers Their readers may be 
interested 

It will position them as a 
leader/influencer 

Different/new content 
for their blog 

An opportunity to 

Responding to their 
blog/commenting 

Direct invitation by email or 
social media 

Do interviews pre-event 

See the event 

Comment/review post-event 

Stay in touch 
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broadcase their opinions 

    

Local Advocates 

While as a company you are not in a position to set up an Ambassador programme in each of 

your tour locations, taking on some of the principles of Ambassador working, might make your 

local networking more effective.  You may also, with any luck help to mobilise some local 

influencers who will benefit you and others visiting the area.  

‘A community networker with the objective of spreading the word about arts and 

 cultural events and/or representing the views and aspirations of a target community’.
 

 Arts Ambassadors Unit, Arts about Manchester, 2003 

‘Word of Mouth is still the most important form of human communication even in this 

 age of mass communication and multi-million pound advertising campaigns’

 Malcolm Gladwell, The Tipping Point, 2000

 

Objectives for finding local advocates 

 Change  of your work, your company, the venue  perceptions

 larger or  Developing new audiences

  for  New partners

  Understanding audience needs

The ideal advocate  

  Passionate about people and the arts  

 Supportive of your organis  ation and its core values

  An innovator or ‘early adopter’ 

  Enthusiastic pro-active personality

 Has time available 

  Well networked and happy meeting new people

  Good communicator with good listening skills

Finding advocates 

 Attending or through  events, e.g. local community meetings

 Venue staff   contacts in the community

 /government  Via community, local authority  and other networks and groups

 mailing lists – yours and/or the venues/promoters Via existing 
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 Via social media 

  Via existing ambassadors, arts organization staff, word of mouth

 Via company or venue membership or friends schemes  

 Through local volunteer schemes – at the venue or elsewhere 

 Through artists’ connections, family and friends 

 Cultivation events to meet the company and venue – recruited through local media and 

contacts 

 

For more on Ambassador Schemes go to the work of Mel Larsen:  

http://culturehive.co.uk/resources/the-role-of-arts-ambassadors-in-word-of-mouth-marketing  

http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/publication_archive/a-practical-guide-to-working-with-arts-

ambassadors 

 

Further case studies will provided as part of the Masterclass section of the training 

http://culturehive.co.uk/resources/the-role-of-arts-ambassadors-in-word-of-mouth-marketing
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/publication_archive/a-practical-guide-to-working-with-arts-ambassadors
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/publication_archive/a-practical-guide-to-working-with-arts-ambassadors
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Contacts 

London Office 

Unit 7G1 

The Leathermarket 

Weston Street 

London SE1 3ER 

 

Manchester Office 

Green Fish Resource Centre 

46–50 Oldham Street 

Northern Quarter 

Manchester M4 1LE 

 

T 0300 666 0162 

hello@theaudienceagency.org 

www.theaudienceagency.org 

 

Registered in England & Wales 8117915 


